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Members Present: Michael Pratt (MP), John-Paul Dorais (JPD), Marc Bronn (MB), Jack 

Burns (JB), Jonathan Conte (JC), Steven Orloski (SO), William Fredericks (WF) 

Members Absent:  Michael Rupsis (MR) 

Others Present: Community Planner Molly Johnson (MJ), Town Planner Keith Rosenfeld 

(KR), Town Attorney Vin Marino (VM), Attorney Dominick Thomas (DT) representing Hawks 

View, Luke Sofair with JohnPaul Garcia Engineering (LS) representing Hawks View 

Subdivision, JohnPaul Garcia Engineering (JPG) representing Hawks View Subdivision, 38 

members of the public, 5 members of the public via TEAMS and 1 member of the media.  

 

1. Call to Order/Pledge to the Flag: 

MP called the meeting to order at 7:03 PM. 
 

2. Public Hearing regarding the proposed item below:  

a. PZC-10102022-SD: Hawks View: Application for the proposed subdivision 

utilizing 19.3 acres to be divided into 12 building lots at the end of Haley Ridge 

Road – Attorney Dominick Thomas (DT) Representing Hawks View:  

DT I am here to address the issue that was brought up at the last meeting 

concerning the request that this commission ordered the applicant connect 

to, and claiming this commission has the power to, require the applicant to 

connect the waterline to the (proposed) subdivision from Burton Road and 

Haley Ridge Road at a distance of approximately 1,500 feet. I am here to 

present that section 4.12 does not give you (Planning and Zoning Commission) 

the authority to order a water line to be extended that far under your Zoning 

Regulations. What I was presented with was an opinion that interpreted 4.12 to 

state that even though the first sentence says, “In promoting public health, 

safety, and welfare public water should be provided to any lots in any 

subdivision located within 200 feet of a public water supply” and it goes on to 

state that the applicant should pay for Aquarion Water Company based upon 

their location and the size of the nearest watermain. The opinion of the board 

is that the public water supply is the public water supply map which I was 

provided with. Then there’s a period and you go to the next sentence, which 

the next sentence clearly says, in my opinion, that the public water supply is 

the main, not whether you are near a service area or not. One of the reasons is 

where did the 200 feet come from? That’s found in almost every subdivision 

regulation and its source is in the public health code. Your next page is the 

public health code regulation, Section 19-13-B51m (Well Permits). In subsection 

B says “No water supply well permit shall be given by the director of health: (1) 

To premises used for human occupancy when a community water supply 

system having at least fifteen service connections or regularly serving at least 

twenty-five individuals is deemed available if the boundary of the parcel of 
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property in which the premises is on or will be located on is within two hundred 

feet, measured along a street, alley or easement, of the approved water 

supply: or (2) To non-residential premises, where the water may be used for 

human consumption, when a community water supply system having at least 

fifteen service connections or regularly serving at least twenty-five individuals is 

deemed available if the boundary of the parcel of property in which the 

premises is on or will be located on is within two hundred feet, measured along 

a street, alley or easement, of the approved water supply.” 

So that is the source of where the 200 feet came from. How has that been 

interpreted? I was able to find a court case, from 2004, in which the director of 

health was demanding the developer connect to the waterline which, as the 

crow flew, was 200 feet and there was supposedly the ability to go through an 

easement to connect them to the waterline that was in an adjacent condo 

project. As you can see from the highlighted language, it says the evidence 

was received stating that the Old Saw Mill subdivision is within 200 feet of the 

Twin Oaks Condominiums water supply measured along a street, alley or 

easement. The evidence is conclusive that the community water supply is not 

within 200 feet. In other words, they’re talking about the main – in this (Hawks 

View) situation if you went along the streets, alleys, or easements it would be 

1500 feet. So, in fact, the court ruled no you cannot demand it because its 200 

feet to the water supply.  

The next page of my presentation is a blow up (screen shot) of the water 

supply map. If you notice the legend says service areas of community public 

water systems. In other words that tells you who is your water supplier – 

Aquarion, Regional Water, whoever it is in that area. It does not at all define 

where the mains are. Which is why your 4.12, in the next sentence says once 

you’re within 200 feet then you have to contact Aquarion to find out the exact 

location of the main. Even in your regulation, when it’s within 200 feet, the 

commission has the right to look at it and say maybe that 200 feet is in such a 

nature if its typography or maybe the line has to go through wetlands or 

something else. So, you have that discretion and if you look at the regulations 

that discretion is also in the regulations per Department of Public Health. 

The second one is, I wanted to show where the water main runs - it’s at a point 

of Haley Ridge Road and Burton Road and that’s the reason it’s over 1,500 

feet. I then did a little more research of my own, I went to your GIS and clicked 

on these lots (pointing to presentation on papers) then I went and looked at 

the property description of when the homes were built – the homes that have 

the circle around them and the homes that are Xed out, which are all apart of 

Haley Ridge Subdivision, was approved in 1998 and for some reason when you 

go through and check the records the 4 lots under the circle have public 

water, the 17 lots on Haley Ridge Road do not have water and those don’t 

even have fire hydrants or fire tanks. Now you have to look at the actual 
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numbers involved – to run that water line requires 1,200 linear feet of water line 

to run it through existing Haley Ridge Road and into that site. You then have to 

install hydrants, curb boxes, it would require a pump station, when you add 

everything together, you’re talking about a potential cost, give or take, of 1.2 

million dollars. So, when you divide 1.2 million by the 12 lots and net out some 

normal expenses, you’re at $85,000 - $95,000 per lot cost for the water line 

which makes the project cost prohibitive in that situation as opposed to 

putting in wells. That is the specific purpose of the rest of the language in 4.12 

and when you look at the public health code regulation. You can see in 

Subsection C number 2 there could be an exemption if construction problems 

warrant such actions. So, the options are 1) It could be a condition of approval 

the applicant could appeal the condition, and the other option and I’m not 

issuing a threat, I’m stating a fact, 2) In order to make it economically feasible 

you would have to then increase the density substantially, the only way to do 

what is to put approximately 175 units which would reduce the cost to about 

$7,000 or so per unit and make it financially feasible. Given the circumstances I 

think the concern needs to be, as it always is, for appropriate fire safety – I 

know fire tanks are an option, Oakwood Estates had 23/24 lots and has 3 fire 

tanks. This has 12 lots so it would appear 1 or 2 fire tanks of substantial size 

would be sufficient to deal with it. I can answer any questions anyone may 

have.  

 

VM I think there is something that needs to be addressed and that is whether 

or not Section 4.12 is applicable because where Attorney Thomas and I 

disagree is the applicability and what triggers the applicability of section 4.12. 

Even if it’s applicable the commission has the discretion to not require it. 

Section 4.12 doesn’t say you must bring it water, it says if it’s applicable the 

commission shall consider the following things in deciding whether or not to 

bring it in. What attorney Thomas is saying in the first sentence is let’s look at this 

decision that is based on Department of Public Health regulations as to why 

Section 4.12 is not applicable, and I think this is why we disagree. In that case, 

what the court said specifically was the directors of Department of Public 

Health’s reading, measuring “as the crow flies” disregards the specific 

language of the DPH regulation that measures along the street line, so the 

Director of Health said you’re wrong in requiring the connecting of the water 

because you can’t go “as the crow flies” under your regulation, you have to 

go by the language of the regulation. We aren’t here talking about the 

Department of Public Health regulation; we’re talking about your subdivision 

regulation. In the case Attorney Thomas refers to supports my argument – what 

we’re saying is, this is a question of regulation interpretation, as the court says 

why the Director of Public Health was wrong in requiring the hook up is 

because he did not follow the regulation. Under 4.12 the first question is – Are 
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you within 200 feet of a public water supply? That is not a defined term. When 

we interpret statues or regulations, we look at its plain language to see what 

the intent was when it was adopted. If you read this paragraph in its entirety, 

it’s inconsistent to conclude that the phrase public water supply means the 

same as the location of the nearest extension of an Aquarion main. Because if 

the two meant the same thing, as a legislative body, you would’ve used the 

same language. By using different languages you’re presumed to have meant 

different things. Otherwise, it doesn’t make sense when you’re reading the 

paragraph. Question one in the first sentence says this is when this regulation is 

triggered – when you’re within 200 feet of a public water supply. So, I went to 

DPH Website and clicked on what they define as public water supply, there 

are multiple portions of this subdivision that are within 200 feet of what is 

defined by Department of Public Health as a public water supply. That means 

yes you have the authority under Section 4.12 to require it, it doesn’t mean you 

must require it. For all the reasons pointed out by Attorney Thomas there may 

be a good reason not to. This commission said when this provision is triggered 

now when we render our decision, we must consider the following things and 

among the things we must consider is the location of the nearest main. It could 

be cost prohibitive, the cost doesn’t override the public, health safety and 

welfare concerns but if gives you that discretion. In the first instance what we 

disagree on is whether Section 4.12 is triggered, in my opinion it is, in Attorney 

Thomas’s opinion, it isn’t. We are of the same mind that if you require it, it is at 

your discretion. The reason we differ in the conclusion of whether Section 4.12 

is triggered or not is because my reading of 4.12, I differentiate between the 

phrase of “within 200 feet of public water supply and the location of the 

nearest main”, why wouldn’t you have said we will consider the two as 

identical and then used identical language. That’s where the difference is in 

our positions. This subdivision is within a 200-foot distance, it may not be from a 

street line, but you don’t need to go by street line by the language of your 

regulations. I don’t believe the case he cites is supportive of his decision, I 

believe it is in supportive of mine because the director was wrong because he 

measured as the crow flies, and he needed to measure along the street line 

because that’s what the regulation says. Your regulation doesn’t say that it just 

says 200 feet from a public water supply. So, my position is if it’s any distance at 

any point within 200 feet you trigger Section 4.12. He presented evidence that 

says its cost prohibitive then you can decide OK this is not necessary because 

there are reasonable alternatives to accomplish the same goal to protect the 

public health, safety, and welfare.  

 

KR I want to add in one of the reports you received that the land use staff has 

questioned the validity of the length of the cul-de-sac and the addition of a 

roadway into a cul-de-sac at the end of this new subdivision. There are rules for 
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allowing it and there’s also rules that make it do the length is curtailed due to 

typography, public safety, etc. I would like to see the same debate we just 

had with the public water supply with that issue as well. I think that’s something 

the commission would value as well.  

 

DT The reason I gave the case was not with respect to the public health 

director, it was not to show that they didn’t interpret their own regs right, it was 

to show the language that I highlighted on the 2nd page – which in defining 

their regulation, which I think is similar to what you have, is that the distance 

was over 1,500 feet and the court was saying the distance you have to count 

is 200 feet and the 200 feet had to be in a certain way. Attorney Marino is 

correct that in your regulation you do not state 200 feet along roads, so you 

would have the ability to say well our 200 feet is as the crow flies but there’s a 

lot of things you have to consider. I believe the decision ends at the end of 200 

feet, the proof that there’s no main within 200 feet. The other problem you run 

into is if you say if you’re within 200 feet of that colored area, the question 

becomes what happens if you’re 200 feet outside the area, clearly this 

commission has no authority to order hook up to Aquarion outside of Aquarion 

Service Area. There are two sides, that’s my position. I would hope that even if 

you do determine you do have the jurisdiction you would look at the 

reasonable facts here and determine that it’s not appropriate and the wells 

would be more appropriate in the circumstance. I was not presented with any 

issue about the dead end, but I do believe this subdivision could end in a way 

where it could connect to a public road as the development continues in the 

future.  

 

MP Does anyone from the public have any comments? 

 

Diana Timpano (DT) 7 Haley Ridge Road – DT Based on what you all just said – 

the wells, who makes the ultimate decision if they connect any kind of water 

line down our street? MP The commission, then from there they can appeal it. 

DT Who’s involved in them breaking through our cul-de-sac and putting the 

pass road through? MP They have an application forward to extend the road. 

Right now, at the end of the cul-de-sac, there is a right of way to extend the 

road. DT But there’s also entry to Fairfield Place from the other side? MP No it’s 

not – when Mr. Edwards had the development together, he broke it off into 

two separate developments. There is only an easement for drainage and such. 

DT So there’s not another entry place from Fairfield Place? MP No. DT So the 

intent is the ability to also build in that location? MP It’s up to them. DT That 

being said, our rights on Haley Ridge Road, is this commission stating we have 

no legal rights to stop this from happening? At the end of the day, we choose 

our home because of the neighborhood, school district, our friends, family, 
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and what we build as a community within a community. Do we have legal 

rights, going forward, to stop this from happening? Or would it require us to 

gather and file class action to stop it? VM Property owners may have legal 

rights – ultimately what the commission will do is render a decision based on a 

number of factors that might include the length of the cul-de-sac, the 

extension of a waterline or use of wells, they could deny or approve. Once 

that decision is entered anyone that is classical aggrieved or statutorily 

aggrieved within 100-foot radius of this project could appeal to the superior 

court based upon how you believe your rights have been effected. DT That’s 

not the question I’m asking, I’m asking them (commission). MP We have the 

right to listen to everyone that speaks and the commission weighs that in on 

their decision. DT That’s what I wanted to clarify not from a legal aspect, I’m 

asking them. These are the people we as residents have voted in to represent 

us. So, the final decision is them. VM Their ability, depending upon the issue, 

they might sometimes have no option but to approve it if the project conforms 

with the regulations. Just because they vote yes does not mean they are 

personally in favor of it, but they are sitting in positions where they are 

statutorily legally obliged to act in a certain way that it conforms with the law. 

DT I understand that I just wanted to know what their ability is as far as power in 

this town is to yay or nay it. These guys here will take into account how the 

town feels, how the neighborhood feels, is it in our best interest. One of the 

biggest concerns is there’s 80 acres here and 100 acres there and you’re not 

doing anything yet, but you aren’t saying you won’t 5 years down the road. 

So, you basically turned a beautiful little street of a community within a 

community and blew it wide open and the people that chose those spots, just 

like you chose your home, safety, kids playing on the street, etc. So, what 

you’re going to do is, if this happens and you blow that open, is take away a 

sanctuary for people to go and feel safe. I’m all for building new homes but at 

what cost and when does it stop? When do you start taking away from small 

towns, when people choose these places to raise their kids in a safe 

environment? You’ve now come in and changed the entire structure of a 

town and what it’s known for. You are going to lose a lot of townspeople if this 

goes through. That’s my opinion and I think it’s probably everybody’s opinion 

on that street and why? What’s the purpose? I hope you take that into 

account. MP We will take that into consideration. 

 

Brendan Rowley (BR) 23 Haley Ridge Road – BR When I bought my house it was 

a P cul-de-sac not a lollipop cul-de-sac so that future homes could be built, 

and I understood that, it was explained to me when I bought my house, so I 

don’t have an issue with that. My question is when that road goes through, 

that P part of the cul-de-sac, what happens to that land? Does it become my 

land? Does it stay the towns? Does it get paved? JPG The intent is to take 
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what’s being used to extend the town road, what will happen is – in every 

case I’ve been involved in, they take the asphalt off and put it back as grass, 

what’s not used for the road, they’ll fix the driveway so it comes in correctly, fix 

the entrance, and whatever you don’t want as asphalt will revert to grass. I 

had one instance where the community got together and asked the 

developer to leave it as a basketball hoop so they left it asphalt so the kids 

could play basketball but, in most cases, whatever is not used for the road, 

whatever falls for your property, with the exception of the driveway, will be 

converted to grass. BR But the area they dig up the asphalt and replace, will 

that stay town property? Right now, the property line doesn’t go up to the 

street. LS 23 Haley Ridge would get land as laid out in the original subdivision 

map. If you look at the original map that created your lot, you will get a 

certain allotment of land that preserves the 50-foot right of way through so 

that area is currently circled. You would get the area here. JPG Whatever we 

don’t need you get back. BR The developer will grade it back, seed, etc.? JPG 

Yes.  

 

Courtney Dolecki (CD) 14 Haley Ridge Road – CD We’ve worked with Hawks 

View via in person meetings with Charlie Smith and have emails between Mr. 

Garcia and Deb and Jason Palmeri about some agreements we came to for 

our property given the short distance separating our house from Lot 1, 

everyone was very kind to move the driveway to the other side of the lot to 

give a little more space and put in a 120 foot vinyl fence which we are grateful 

for however we want a condition of approval to make that legally binding. 

We’ve been told it’s unnecessary but given the history of this land and 

unforeseen circumstances should something happen I need to cover 

ourselves; it is required otherwise we will appeal it and take it to superior court. 

MP I’m sure the applicants will do it if they’ve agreed upon it. CD It’s been 3 

months, and I still haven’t gotten updated plans. MP they haven’t gotten 

approval. VM To protect the record if there’s something you can submit in 

writing. JPG We’ve modified the drawing. She has emails from the parties 

involved. CD I received a revised drawing on February 10th. JPG This set hasn’t 

been revised yet. When the board approves a subdivision, if there are 

conditions of approval, we must issue a revised set, at that time we will issue a 

revised set with all the conditions of approval that will then become the record 

set for the subdivision. As one of those things the fence will be shown, and the 

house and driveway will be shown flipped. That’s one of the conditions we 

have agreed to so that will be shown on the final set of record drawings for the 

subdivision. MP For the public hearing they submitted these plans with the 

application so he cannot modify it until we do our conditions of approval. CD 

So you’re going to approve something that isn’t finalized then they come back 

with a condition of approval? MP We say for this commission to approve this 
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XYZ needs to be completed, they modify their plans, it comes back, and we 

have to sign it. VM To raise some clarity – when there is a final approval, and 

the revised plans are submitted, you’ll have the ability to see those because 

they are public record and at that point is when you should verify for yourself 

that your concerns have been addressed and if not, you can take 

appropriate action at that point. That would be the point to make sure those 

actions have been taken.  

 

Angela Ruggiero (AR) 6 Haley Ridge Road – AR If there is public water put in, 

are the residents on Haley Ridge required to tie in? MP I believe it’s 10 years, if 

it’s connected within 10 years you need to pay the contractor back, if it’s 

beyond 10 years it falls on Aquarion. It might be 12 years. AR That’s my next 

question, if I decide I’m keeping my well I don’t want public water? MP It falls 

on the contractor. JPG Just to clarify, if the water line gets improved and your 

well fails you will be forced by the Public Health Department to tie in. AR When 

you say fails, I had issues with my water this year… contaminated well etc. JPG 

That’s not the same thing, if for some reason your well cannot be renovated, 

you cannot drill another well – you must tie in. That’s a statute in the State of 

Connecticut. The contractor gets back a set fee, after 10 years Aquarion gets 

the money. The bottom line is no you do not have to tie in. I also checked with 

the assessor, in Beacon Falls there is no fee.  

 

MJ I just want to confirm the Conservation Commission expressed interest in 

having the conversation about the open space. JPG We are more than happy 

to work with the Conservation Commission on that.  

 

Motion made to close the public hearing at 7:57 p.m. by JB/SO. All ayes. 

Motion carried. Meeting adjourned at 7:57 p.m. 
 
 
 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Nicole Pastor 

Clerk, Planning & Zoning 
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